
176GD
STANDARD DUTY IV STAND 

Designed For Safety And Stability

Medical Device Mobility Solutions

Safety Series 
IV Stands
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The Safety Series 176GD is a stable low center of gravity IV stand that

can hold multiple IV pumps while keeping a lightweight feel, making

this our most popular IV pole, loved by caregivers around the world.

The Safety Series features an upgraded 25” diameter six leg laser

base with improved stability along with high grade polymer sealed

bearing casters for long lasting performance (10 yr. warranty on

casters). This nurse favorite has an in-line 8 hook top for ideal line

management and IV bag placement along with a slow descent

telescoping inner pole for safe height adjustments while under IV

bag load. This stand is built from the ground up using high grade

steels, stainless steels, and is topped with a white epoxy powder

coat finish, all extending the useful life of the pole while standing

up to the harsh hospital environment.
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176GD Safety Series
IV STAND

Designed for Safety and Stability

25-inch diameter detachable six-leg steel base

Detachable base allows for flat pack shipment

3-inch dual precision sealed bearing casters (10 yr. warranty)

Telescoping stainless steel slow descending inner pole

Stainless Steel 8 hook rake-top for ideal line management
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Save on logistics

with flat pack

detachable

base!!

Save on logistics

with flat pack

detachable

base!!



ACCESSORIES
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ALUMINUM HANDLE
Accessory 317

Allows IV stand to be used as a “walker” by patients
Creates ideal ”lower push point” for patients
Easy-grip handle for stability
Robust aluminum design

DRAINAGE BAG HOLDER
Accessory 286

Pigtail hook
Plastic mount blocks
Designed for Pryor 1.25" diameter poles
Urinary bag holder mounts to base pole

POWER STRIP + O2 HOLDER
Accessory 205

Hospital grade, UL 1363A standard
Four-outlet strip, 15 ft. cord
Oxygen tank rings accommodate D&E gas cylinders
Optional 6 outlet power strip, item # 206

TRANSDUCER HOLDER
Accessory 132

7/8" stainless up-right tube for mounting transducer
Transducer mounting tube is 24" long
Tube is set vertical when mounted to a vertical pole
Height adjustable using attached clamp

4" CASTER
Accessory CAS -1187

Optional 4" caster
White raceway matches epoxy white base
Not interchangeable with 3" caster
Must be requested at time of purchase

BASKET WITH HANDLE
Accessory 288

Outside dimensions H 8.00", W 12.90", D 7.00"
Cord management hooks and wire loops
Gray epoxy finish, diameter 7/8” handle
Plastic mount blocks and screws for 1.25” poles
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Duty

6 Legs 25" dia.

 

 

Single Off-set
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Heavy

6 Legs 25" Dia.

 

 

Double Off-set

 

 

2" Dia. (2) 4-outlets

 

 

3"

 

 
Heavy

Pryorproducts@pryorproducts.com

800-854-2200 | 760-724-8244

Pryor Products 1819 Peacock Blvd.
Oceanside , Ca 92056

SIMILAR PRODUCTS

ABOUT US
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ITEM # 135GD 178G 810G 910G

We are the leading manufacturer of IV Stands, Rapid Mounting Solutions, and Medical Device
Carts for the healthcare industry. From low acuity hospital settings, operating rooms, to intensive
care units, our products can be found assisting the best quality care to the patient worldwide.

Since 1972, our focus has been safety and quality first, and to develop products 
with this foundation, allowing the caregiver to give his/her undivided attention to the patient. All
Pryor Products IV Stands are tested to the international transportation stability standard IEC
60601-1 9.4.2 to achieve optimum safety and stability.

6 Legs, 25" dia.

Detachable base

Single

1.25" dia.

3"

Heavy

5 Legs, 22" dia.

Detachable base

Single

1.25" dia.

3"

Standard
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